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Indiana stage collapse victims described evening as 
'perfect' 
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Christina Santiago and her partner, Alisha Brennon, thought they were having a perfect night as they 

waited for the country music duo Sugarland to p

reported. 

But a powerful gust of wind toppled the stage, killing Santiago, 29, and four other concertgoers, and 

critically injuring Brennon, authorities said. At least 45 people were hurt.

Photos: Deadly stage collapse 

Santiago was a manager at Chicago's leading health center for the gay and lesbian community. Friends 

told WGN-TV that she normally would have been working Saturday, but she and Brennon took time off 

to travel. 

They had both mentioned being at the concert on Facebook,

Santiago had called it a “perfect night” for the couple, H

evening as "perfect," Hernandez told the Tribune. 

Brennon and Santiago had been among the first couples to obtain a civil union in Cook County when it 

became legal earlier this year, Hernandez said.

“It wasn't hard to figure out where they were at,” Hernandez told the Tribune. Brennon had posted that 

they were in the front row. 

But, Hernandez said, “We had our hopes that they weren't where they were, that maybe they were in 

back getting some food.” 

The others who died in the collapse were Alina Bigjohny, 23, of Fort Wayne, Ind.; Tammy Vandam, 42, 

of Wanatah, Ind.; and two Indianapolis residents: Glenn Goodrich, 49, and Nathan Byrd, 51, authorities 

said. 
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Christina Santiago and her partner, Alisha Brennon, thought they were having a perfect night as they 

waited for the country music duo Sugarland to perform at the Indiana State Fair, the Chicago Tribune 

But a powerful gust of wind toppled the stage, killing Santiago, 29, and four other concertgoers, and 

critically injuring Brennon, authorities said. At least 45 people were hurt. 
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 Chaos after deadly stage collapse at Indiana fair  

Stage collapse eyewitness: 'Then we heard screams'  

Sugarland Tweets a request for prayers after deadly collapse 

 

 -- Connie Stewart 

The Chicago Tribune and the Associated Press contributed to this report 

 

Johny Cash - Hurt 

This is a combined lyrics and video description of the song of nine inch nails performed by Johny Cash 

I hurt myself today 

to see if I still feel (A black solitary rose for the Indianapolis accident) 

 

I focus on the pain  (A fisherman friend of mine was enthousiastic with the Ford focus car he was driving) 

the only thing that's real (My mother always prepares excellent fish) 

 

the needle tears a hole (A reference to Neil Young The needle and the damage done) 

the old familiar sting 

try to kill it all away (A reference to solitary man) 

but I remember everything 

what have I become? (A shooting with dead hunters) 

my sweetest friend (A reference to a student who got Limodis Monopirinosis as a Ph.D Math student at the Ohio-

State University) 

everyone I know (Need for It and more) 

goes away in the end 

and you could have it all 

my empire of dirt 

 

I will let you down (Down Under Pop Music – Need for Fishermen workers) 

I will make you hurt (Zocor medication) 

 

I wear this crown of thorns (Fish thorns) 

upon my liar's chair 

full of broken thoughts 

I cannot repair 

beneath the stains of time (Thomas Sabo) 

the feelings disappear (You are able to) 

you are someone else (Elsa Savvopoulos song) 

I am still right here 

 

what have I become? 

my sweetest friend 

everyone I know (The businessmen in US do not like 4.0 graduate students they thing they might have some 

problem) 

goes away in the end 

and you could have it all 

my empire of dirt 

 

I will let you down (Down Under Men at Work song ) 

I will make you hurt (Leonard Cohen Lover Lover Lover song) 

 

if I could start again 

a million miles away 

I would keep myself 

I would find a way 


